YEAR 3 NEW CURRICULUM SPELLING TESTS

Autumn Test 3
Spelling focus: ‘i’ sound spelt ‘y’.
Guidance: The ‘i’ (e.g. ‘i’ in the word bin) can be spelt with a ‘y.’ Pupils will just have to learn these.

Read the following instructions or press ‘play’  and listen to the instructions being read from the CD-ROM.
Listen carefully to the instructions I am going to give you. When I have finished reading them, I will
answer any questions. You will not be able to ask any questions once the test has begun.
I am going to read ten sentences to you. Each sentence has a word missing on the answer sheet. You
should listen carefully to the missing word and fill this in, making sure you spell it correctly.
If you cannot work out an answer, put a cross in the answer box. If you make a mistake, cross out the
wrong answer and write the correct one above it.
I will read the word, then the word within a sentence, then repeat the word a third time. At the end of the
test, I will read out all of the ten sentences again.
Now pause, or press ‘pause’  . Ask the children if they have any questions. Once you have answered all the
questions, read out the following instructions. Alternatively, play the audio recording from the CD-ROM.

 Now you are ready to start the test.
Spelling 1: the word is gym.

Spelling 6: mystery.

Ben wanted to exercise so he visited the gym.

Where is the mystery book?

The word is gym.

The word is mystery.

Spelling 2: symbol.

Spelling 7: syrup.

What is the symbol for peace?

David took his cough syrup.

The word is symbol.

The word is syrup.

Spelling 3: Egypt.

Spelling 8: pyramid.

Egypt is a country in North Africa.

A pyramid has 3 sides.

The word is Egypt.

The word is pyramid.

Spelling 4: crystal.

Spelling 9: lyrics.

Be careful of the crystal glasses!

The girl forgot the song lyrics when she was singing.

The word is crystal.

The word is lyrics.

Spelling 5: typical.

Spelling 10: myth.

This was just a typical day.

Theseus and the Minotaur is a Greek myth.

The word is typical.

The word is myth.
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Ben wanted to exercise so he visited the

2

What is the

.

for peace?

3

is a country in North Africa.

4

Be careful of the			

5

This was just a 		

day.

6

Where is the			

book?

7

David took his cough		

8

A			

9

The girl forgot the song			

glasses!

		

			

			

.

		

has 3 sides.

			

when she was singing.

		

10 Theseus and the Minotaur is a Greek			

.

Which questions did you get right? Colour them in.
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